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The present invention relates to an improved fluorescent 
lighting troffer of the recessed type for use with sus 
pended acoustical tile ceilings utilizing a concealed me 
chanical Suspension system, and preferably an accessi 
ble System whereby the tiles are readily individually 
removable from below. . . . . . - 

in concealed mechanical suspension systems it is com 
non to suspend, as by wire, parallel courses of 12-inch 
channel headers, normally termed “lather's" channels in 
the art. Cross-runners are clipped beneath these chan 
nels and either interfit by horizontal bottom flanges with 
kerfs in the tiles or, in the case of an accessible system, 
may carry removable hangers which interfit with the tile. 
The length of the tiles determines the modular spacing 
of the runners and the lather's channels are desirably 
spaced at regular intervals, the module of which is an 
even multiple of the runner module. Normally there 
fore, the runners are spaced either 1 or 2 feet apart, 
and the channels preferably are given a 4 foot modular 
Spacing, the latter normally being considered very ade 
quate to meet ceiling and lighting fixture loading re 
quirements. 
When the lighting is to be performed by recessed 

troffers, the troffer is usually made of such a size that 
it can be interchanged with one or more ceiling tiles, a 
2 X 4 foot fixture being common. The troffers are fre 
quently run parallel to the channel courses in which 
case an extra course or two is added along the sides 
of the troffer to carry laterally extending yokes to which 
the troffer is connected. Such an arrangement has the 
objection that it frequently interrupts the courses of the 

es. m - . . . . . . . . . 

In some installations the troffers extend at right angles 
to the channel courses and are provided with end hooks 
which fit over a pair of the channels to support the 
troffer. Since, in such an installation the troffers are 
parallel to the runners, cutting of the latter is kept 
to a minimum. However, with troffers heretofore 
known, it has not been possible, because of resulting 
interference by the channels, to place several of the 
troffers in end-to-end contact in a continuous uninter 
rupted troffer run which is perpendicular to the channel 
course and at the same time is directly supported by 
the channels. Thus, if such a continuous run has been 
architecturally desired, it has been necessary to use a 
layout in which the troffer run parallels the lather's 
channels, and thus, as before-mentioned, cause of the 
courses of the runners to be interrupted, thereby necessi 
tating objectionable frequent cutting of the runners. 
My invention aims to provide an improved troffer 

of simple and economical construction which permits 
a plurality of the troffers to be placed in a continuous 
run supported by the lather's channels in a concealed 
mechanical ceiling suspension system without interfering 
witht normal layout of the channels and cross-runners 
of the system. . . . . . 
The invention further aims to provide such a troffer 

which can be originally quickly installed and thereafter 
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easily shifted to another ceiling location should change 
in the lighting layout be desired, as for a new build 
ing tenant. 

With yet additional objects and advantages in view 
which, with the foregoing, will appear and be understood 
in the course of the following description and claims, 
the invention consists in the novel construction and in 
the adaptation and combination of parts hereinafter de 
scribed and claimed. 

In the accompanying drawings: 
Figure 1 is a fragmentary perspective view portraying 

a suspended ceiling including a course of troffers made 
in accordance with preferred teachings of the present 
invention, the said ceiling being viewed from above. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary transverse vertical sectional 
view drawn to an enlarged scale on line 2-2 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary transverse vertical sectional 
view drawn to an enlarged scale and detailing the 
catch structure by which the root end of a swingably 
mounted access door for the troffer is removably at 
tached to the hood portion of the troffer. 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary longitudinal vertical sectional 
view drawn to the scale of Fig. 2 on line 4-4 thereof, 
this view including outer end portions of a course of 
in-line troffers but omitting any showing of abutting in 
ner ends thereof. 

Figs. 5 and 6 are fragmentary perspective views em 
ploying a scale substantially the same as that of Fig. 3 
and respectively detailing the free-end connection and 
the root-end connection between the access door and 
the troffer hood. More particularly, the vantage point 
of Fig. 5 is represented by the line 5-5 of Fig. 2 and 
the structure detailed in exploded relation in Fig. 6 
corresponds to that detailed in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 7 is a fragmentary side elevational view portray 
ing abutting inner ends of two adjoining troffers. 

For purposes of example, in Fig. 1 I have illustrated 
several of my troffers 10 mounted in continuous end-to 
end relation in an acoustical tile ceiling having a con 
cealed suspension system of a so-called accessible type, 
that is to say, one by which the tiles 11 are individually 
removable. In this particular system as in most con 
cealed systems, the runners 12 are held by generally U 
shaped clips 13 at cross-angles to the lather's channels 
14 which in turn are suspended as by wires 5 from the 
overhead structure. The channels are normally spaced 
at 4 foot intervals and the runners have a 2 foot module. 
It will be noted that each runner 12 is generally channel 
shaped and that its upper flange is stepped to provide 
upper and lower steps 16a-16b. The upper step is 
gripped by feet 13a formed at the bottom of the legs of 
the clips 13 while the lower step directly overlies the 
lower flange 17 of the runner. Elongated hangers 3 
having an angular cross-section throughout most of their 
length extend between the runners. At one of its ends 
each of these hangers has its horizontal flange prolonged 
and upwardly offset to provide a hanging lip 19 for rest 
ing on the lower step 16b of a runner while the other end 

60 
of the hanger rests on the lower flange 17 of the next 
adjacent runner. The tiles 11. are kerfed and backcut 
to interfit with the hangers 18 and the resulting kerfs 
11a are sufficiently wider vertically speaking than the 

70 
i is shown for illustrative purposes only and that concealed 

thickness of the lower flanges 17 of the runners to per 
mit the end of each tile corresponding to the hanging 
lip end of the related hangers to be tilted upwardly with 
the hangers about the other end of the latter as a pivot 
such that the tile and hangers can thereupon be freed 
from the respective lower flange 17 by endwise shifting. 
It is to be expressly understood this suspension system 

systems with other shapes of runners, inverted-T or 
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otherwise can also accommodate my troffer in the same 
manner. Continuing to a description of the troffer, such 
is of sheet metal construction and has an inverted trough 

... 20...at the top-forming-a wireway 21-collectively with a 
reflector 22.3The latter-is screw-mounted at its ends to 
opposed flanges 23 formed at the top of a pair of end 

... plates 24...Between the flanges 23; and the end plates 
proper.there is provided respective steps 25 each of which 
has cutouts 26. joining with vertical cutouts 27 in the 
rest of: the corresponding end-plate to receive Socket 
holders 28. These are generally T-shaped and may be of 
the type shown in U.S. Patent No. 2,262,091. 
The arms of each socketsholder rest on the portions 

... of the step 25 at either.side of its cutout 26 and project 
inwardly of the troffer... with respect to ; the depending 

... socketed portion of the holder to receive. a locking screw 
30, . It will be noted that the end-plates 24 have inwardly 

s, bent end tabs 31 having a screw connection with the 
ends of the trough 20 and are formed at a bottom: Sup 
port edge. 32 with inwardly directed troffer support 

is flanges 33. The latter have a width at least half that of 
the channels and desirably terminate by a downturned 
locking lip 34. At the same level as the flanges 33, 
the trough 20 is, formed with ... outturned longitudinal 

... flanges 35 for...carrying adjustable skirts 36. Each of 
... these skirts. has three steps 37 to 39, the upper of which 

receives height adjusting screws 40 which are threaded 
into captive nuts. 40a fitted over the trough flanges 35. 
Any gap between these flanges and the top skirt steps 
37 is blocked by respective risers 41 projecting upwardly 
from such steps. 
The risers 42 between the steps 37-38 slope out 

... wardly somewhat and are interconnected at their ends 
by transverse braces 43. Below the latter the skirts pro 

... ject endwise-to about the vertical plane of the end plates 
24, The lower steps 39 serve as trim flanges and are 
matched at the ends. of the troffer by trim flanges 44 pro 
vided by removable trim members 43 which ... are cut at 
their ends to mate with the contour of the skirts and 
have end tabs 46 which are screwed to the lower risers 
47 of the skirts. 
The middle skirt steps 38 serve as the jambs for a 

removable door frame 48 which has concealed separabie 
T-hinges 50 along one of its longitudinal side bars. 5. 
These hinges project into suitable T-slots 52 formed in 
the risers 47. The construction of the doors is of no 

... particular moment to the present invention other than 
that their overall length should correspond to the center 
to-center module between the lather's channels 14 so that 
when the troffers are in end-to-end relation as shown in 
Fig. 7, the doors will match the length of the trim 
flanges 39 of the skirts 36 and together therewith hide 
the overhead structure. As seen in the drawings, the 
longitudinal side rails 51, interfit with removable end 
pieces 54 and throughout most of their length are bent 
inwardly along a shoulder 51a. This shoulder cooper 
ates with a bottom lip 51b to form a channel which 
serves to retain the longitudinal side edge portions of a 
lens panel 55 or other suitable diffuser. 
The riser portion 51c adjoining the shoulder 51a along 

one side of the door is the anchor for the root ends of 
the T-hinges 50 and along the other side of the door it 
has secured thereto the mounting.bracket 56 for one or 
more pivoted trigger-latches 57. The trigger 58 of each 

* latch projects downwardly through slots 69 in the shoul 
der 51a and bottom lip 51b to be accessible and the 
latch proper extends upwardly through a slot 61 in the 

23 skirt step 38 to engage, the upper face of the latter , 
... when the latch is in a locked position. 
... At diagonally opposite ends the troffer may be pro 
is vided with security latches 62 which are screwed at 63 
to the trough immediately: above the trough flange 35. 

...These latches have depending: feet 62a, which extend 
: below, the top of the corresponding lather's channels 14 
... and collectively...with the end-plate flanges 34 restrain the 

4. 
troffer against endwise movement relative to such chan 
nels, 

It will be apparent that one of my troffers can be 
readily installed after first removing its door and skirts 

5 36 by loosening the screws 40, then tilting the remainder 
of the troffer endwise, lifting it up between the pair of 
channels 14 on which it is to be carried, and then lower 
ing it onto, the channels. The skirts can then be raised 
up and screwed into place. When a lighting run longer 

{). than the singletroffer is desired, additional troffers are 
similarly installed end-to-end with their wiring... inter 
connected in the resulting continuous wireway 21. The 
ends of the latter may be closed by cover plates 64 formed 
with suitable punch-outs for introducing the wiring to 

15 the wireway. Similarly, the troffers at the ends of the 
run are equipped with the lateral trim flanges 44 which 
together with the trim flanges 39 of the skirts give a 

... continuous trim beneath the tiles 1 and which may be 
... used to give partial support to the: tiles bordering the 
20 troffer...run. 

If it. is desired to move - one or more of the troffers, 
, it is only necessary to remove the tiles at the relocation 
site, shift the troffers thereto, and install the removed 

...tiles in the former, site of the troffers. 
25, . The advantages of the invention, it is thought, will 
... have been clearly understood from the foregoing detailed 

... description of the illustrated preferred, embodiments. 
... Minor changes will suggest themselves and may be re 
... sorted to... without departing from the spirit of the inven 

30°tion, wherefore it: is my intention that no limitations be 
implied and that the hereto, annexed claims be given a 

...scope, fully commensurate, with: the broadest interpreta 
...tion to which the employed language admits. 

... What I claim, is: 
35 -1. In a recessed lighting troffer for resting directly on 
... a pair of suspended parallel horizontal headers which are 
. . . spaced apart, center-to-center a given module, an in 
... verted trough-like frame assembly having its ends formed 

with troffer support edges spaced apart the given module 
40 for resting on said headers and defining a support level, 

-longitudinal skirts hanging from the sides of said frame 
assembly to, a level below said support level so as to 
extend below the headers, said skirts being shorter than 

3 said module through at least an uppermost portion of 
45: their height so as to depend between the headers, a door 
-:frame movably hung on said skirts and corresponding 
in length to, said module, the end portions of said door 
frame being spaced below said support level so as to lie 
beneath the headers, and a pair of opposed light socket 

50 members mounted in said frame assembly at opposite 
i.ends, thereof above said support level, with their sockets 
facing inwardly and their backs spaced apart said module, 
said: skirts...being detachable from said frame assembly 

... whereby said frame assembly can be longitudinally tilted 
55. while the skirts are: detached and raised, while tilted be 
...tween a pair of said... headers, whereafter it can be 

... lowered horizontally to position its ends on said headers 
...and the skirts thereupon raised bringing their said upper 
"... most portions between said headers for attachment to the 

60, frame assembly. 
... 2. In a recessed lighting. troffer for resting directly 
on a pair of suspended parallel horizontal headers which 

... are spaced aparts center-to-center, a given module, an in 
... verted-trough-like frame assembly having its ends formed 
65 with troffer support edges spaced apart the given module 

for resting on, said headers and defining a support level, 
... longitudinal skirts hanging from the sides of said frame 
assembly to a level.below said support level, said skirts 

10... module and being inwardly offset at both of its ends 
...to; form a shorter uppermost longitudinal skirt portion 

for extending between the headers to make operative 
association with said frame assembly, a door frame mov 

...ably hung on said skirts, and corresponding in length to 
75...said, module, the end portions of said door, frame being 

... each having a length at the bottom, corresponding, to said 
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spaced below said support level so as to lie beneath 
the headers, and a pair of opposed light socket members 
mounted in said frame assembly at opposite ends thereof 
above said support level with their sockets facing in 
wardly and their backs spaced apart said module, said 
skirts being detachable from said frame assembly where 
by said frame assembly can be longitudinally tilted while 
the skirts are detached and raised while tilted between 
a pair of said headers, whereafter it can be lowered hori 
zontally to position its ends on said headers and the 
skirts thereupon raised bringing their said uppermost 
portions between said headers for attachment to the frame 
assembly. 

3. The troffer of claim 2, in which the lower edge 
portions of said skirts are bent outwardly to provide lon 
gitudinal trim flanges. 

4. The troffer of claim 3 in which lateral trim flanges 
are detachably mounted on the ends of said skirts to 
extend outwardly in coplanar relation with said longi 
tudinal trim flanges. 

5. The troffer of claim 2 in which end pieces inter 
connect the ends of said skirts below said offsets there 
of. 

6. In combination, a concealed ceiling suspension sys 
tem having suspended horizontal headers arranged in 
regularly spaced parallel courses, runners held against 
the underside of said headers in rows extending at right 
angles to the header courses and spaced apart a given 
module, the spacing interval of said header courses being 
an integer multiple of said module; ceiling tiles carried 
by said runners and forming a ceiling surface therebe 
neath concealing the runners from below such surface; 
and a continuous column of recessed lighting troffers lo 
cated between and free of two of the rows of runners 
and straddling the courses of headers in the path of the 
column, each of said troffers being of a length above said 
headers corresponding to the center-to-center distance 
between the header courses and being supported directly 
by and solely by headers at each of its ends, said troffers 
in the column collectively presenting a wireway at the 
top thereof and a trim flange which surrounds the bottom 
of the column and has its upper surface at said ceiling 
surface and extending beneath said two rows of runners 
at the sides of the column, and troffer doors carried 
by the troffers and filling in the space surrounded by 
said trim flange. 

7. The structure of claim 6 in which removable cover 
plates are mounted above the level of the headers on 
the outer ends of the troffers located at the ends of said 
column and are arranged to close the ends of said wire 
Way. - 

8. In combination, a given layout module, a con 
cealed ceiling suspension system having suspended hori 
zontal headers arranged in parallel courses spaced apart 
center-to-center an integer multiple of said module and 
having runners for carrying ceiling tile clipped against 
the underside of said headers in a pair of parallel rows 
extending at right angles to the header courses and 
spaced apart center-to-center an integer multiple of said 
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6 
module, a continuous column of recessed lighting troffers 
located between and free of said runner rows and strad 
dling at least one course of headers, each of said troffers 
being of a length above the level of said headers corre 
sponding to the center-to-center spacing of the header 
courses and being supported directly by and solely by 
respective headers at each of its ends, said troffers being 
in end-to-end abutment above the header level and being 
electrically interconnected at their abutting end portions 
above such level, each of said troffers having detachable 
longitudinal side skirts depending between the respective 
headers and jutting endwise beneath such headers into 
end-to-end abutment, said skirts presenting trim flanges 
at the bottom so that the troffers collectively present a 
continuous trirn flange along each of their bottom longi 
tudinal side edges, said trim flanges being spaced below 
the level of said runners, removable end pieces mounted 
below the level of the headers on the outer ends of the 
troffers located at the ends of said column and present 
ing trim flanges mating with the aforesaid longitudinal 
trim flanges to enclose a rectangular area having its 
length and width each a respective integer multiple of 
said module, and door means filling said rectangular area 
and movably mounted on some of said skirts. 

9. In combination, a concealed ceiling suspension sys 
tein having suspended horizontal headers arranged in 
regularly spaced parallel courses, runners held against 
the underside of said headers in rows extending at right 
angles to the header courses and spaced apart a given 
module, the spacing interval of said header courses being 
an integer multiple of said module; ceiling tiles carried 
by said runners and forming a ceiling surface therebe 
neath concealing the runners from below such surface; 
and a continuous column of recessed lighting troffer as 
semblies located between and free of two of the rows 
of runners and having their ends straddling top and 
bottom the courses of headers in the path of the column, 
each of said troffer assemblies having longitudinal end 
supports resting directly on respective headers at each 
end of the troffer assembly and having lateral skirts with 
terminal end portions jutting beneath such headers, at 
least one of said end supports of each troffer assembly 
being movable relative to said skirts thereof for installa 
tion of the troffer assemblies, said column presenting an 
upper straight wireway, and a trim fiange which is car 
ried at the bottom of said skirts and surrounds the col 
umn, said trim flange having its upper surface at said 
ceiling surface and extending beneath said two rows of 
runners at the sides of the column, and troffer doors car 
ried by said skirts of the troffer assemblies and filling 
in the space surrounded by said trim flange. 
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